
We believe in goodness

dry-cured meat

On our own fields we grow grains which we use to feed generations of the 
domestic Slavonian pig. By using a world famous recipe and state-of-the-art 

technology, we create what is dobro. Slavonia, made of good things.



Tasty products made from fresh meat 
of slavonian pigs

No flavour enhancers, artificial 
 colours, soy or gluten

Minimum salt content



The story about the brand Dobro began as a vision of the founder and owner of Žito Group 
– Marko Pipunić. Inspired by a Cherokee Indian legend of the white and black wolf, he 

decided to feed the good white wolf and create something new for the welfare of Slavonia 
and its people.

“I have to choose between two wolves: the good white wolf and the evil black wolf. I always 
choose the white one. Although a path less travelled, it is more rewarding and gives me a 

sense of purpose.

In any business activity, my intent is to act as the white wolf. I wish to be guided by the good 
and the light in reaching my goal. Right now, my goal is to create the products from the 

Slavonian pig, based on the recipes of the world’s best producers whom I look up to in terms 
of quality and flavour. I strongly believe that anything a man creates for himself during his 

lifetime will cease to exist once he is gone, and everything a man creates for others – will live 
on forever.

I wish for a safe and prosperous future for my Slavonian plain. Such future will be achieved 
when every person living in Slavonia has a steady job and a future without the burden of 

worry. Our pigs are Slavonian pigs. I know their lineage and I know the feed those pigs were 
fed. I also know that everyone who buys this product will see the benefits of its ingredients”.

marko pipunić

vision

Numerous creeks and the rivers Sava, Drava and Danube meander through the vast 
plains of Slavonia. Water is the reason its black soil is so fertile. Each summer morning, 
the golden fields of wheat bathe in the sunshine. Beside a crystal clear creek, while the 

wind gently sways the poplar trees, blowing the scent of freshly mowed hay, grass-fed pigs 
roam freely on green meadows. It is precisely such natural diet that makes their meat so 

delicious. All it needs to ripen are spices and time. The result is recognizable and delicious 
flavour of pork that makes Slavonia a unique gastronomic destination.

A simple, welcoming region, rich in spirit. The breadbasket 
of Croatia, as it is often called, takes up the very east of 

the country. It has always been known for pig farming – a 
centuries-old tradition to which the mild continental climate 
contributed a great deal. Accustomed to living in harmony 

with nature, Slavonian people have been honouring this 
tradition and preparing pork delicacies for centuries.

slavonia
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Traceability

About us

Benefits

High quality of our products is ensured through traceability control – a process that enables 
us to monitor the entire production. On our own fields, we grow cereals and oilseeds, which 
are the basic raw material in the production of feedstuffs used to feed our locally bred pigs. 
All of our pigs come exclusively from Slavonia. Pigs are reared on our own farms, and their 

origin has been monitored throughout generations. The whole process is finalised in our four 
plants, equipped with the most state-of-the art meat processing technology in the world. 
High quality ingredients and timely processing of meat are key in creating the distinctive 

taste of products made from the Slavonian pig.

Dobro is a brand of dry-cured meats made from the Slavonian pig. In Croatian, the word 
dobro means agricultural holding, but for us, it means a piece of land on which we create 

products made up exclusively of good-quality ingredients. Besides, the word dobro in 
Croatian also means good, thus encapsulating the very essence of our business – doing  

good for the sake of our people and the whole region of Slavonia.

It is precisely for this reason that the whole production process takes place within a radius of 
90 km, thus ensuring a full production control. On our own fields, we grow cereals, which 
we then use to feed our pigs. Meat used in the production of our products comes from pigs 
farmed on our own pig farms, their origin having been monitored throughout generations. 
The quality of our products is ensured by means of the most sophisticated state-of-the-art 

meat processing technology.

Fresh pork produced 
from Slavonian pig

No flavour 
enhancers

Minimum 
salt content

No soy 
or gluten

Mild flavour  
and soft structure

No artificial 
colours

OUR GRAINS 100% SLAVONIAN PIG WORLD CLASS TECHNOLOGY OUR PRODUCTS
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GRAINS ~ We know every grain eaten by our pigs, since we grow high-quality 
cereals and oilseeds to produce our own feed. Wheat, sunflower, sugar beet, 
corn, oilseed rape and rye are all prerequisites for obtaining delicious pig 
meat.

100% SLAVONIAN PIG ~ The meat used in the production of our products comes 
from pigs reared in Slavonia, belonging to the Duroc and the Pfeiffer breed 
(Black Slavonian pig). They are reared on our own farms, and their origin 
has been monitored throughout generations. All pigs are reared and fed 
within a radius of 90 km from the production plant, thanks to which we 
guarantee local origin of raw material and complete control of meat quality.

CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY ~ Meat preparation and production of durable meats 
take place in plants equipped with cutting-edge technology, in accordance 
with the highest ecological and quality standards in the industry.

PRODUCTS MADE FROM SLAVONIAN PIG ~ Our products are produced exclusively 
from ingredients coming from animals reared on the fields of Slavonia. The 
products owe their freshness, juiciness and reddish colour to the period 
of ripening as well as to a carefully selected mixture of spices. One of 
their basic ingredients is salt from the Adriatic Sea, which is also a natural 
preservative and is added in small quantities.

Our production complies with the standards of food quality and safety, 
which is confirmed by the internationally recognized IFS and BRC 
certifications we hold.



Story of production Plant for production  of cured salamis

Plant for production  of cured meats

Žito Group in cooperation with subcontractors and partners has almost 80,000 ha of arable land 
at its disposal, encompassing several different locations. On our own fields, we grow wheat, sugar 

beet, sunflower, corn, oilseed rape and rye, which are used as basic raw material for the production 
of feedstuffs in our factory Vitalka. Another agricultural branch developed within the Group is 
livestock farming. It comprises six pig breeding farms, three dairy farms, three farms of yearling 
cattle for fattening and one laying hens farm. The feed produced on our fields is used to feed the 
animals bred on our farms. That way, production is kept in one place, which in turn enables us to 

manufacture products of high quality and distinctive taste.

Plant for production of cured salamis, with or without mould, has been designed and constructed in line 
with the world’s highest standards.

At the entrance to the plant, a detailed quality control of raw material is performed, after which 
the latter is placed in tempering rooms, in order to make sure that the production process itself is 

resumed in optimal conditions. The processing line is equipped with scales, which ensures high degree 
of precision, uniform distribution of spices throughout the batch and homogeneity of mixtures by 

mixing under vacuum – all this with a minimum increase in the temperature of raw material. On the 
automatic line, products are stuffed into casings and are then moved into a drying room. Weight loss 
of the product is carefully monitored by regularly weighing of racks with salamis. At the end of the 

process, the whole rack is cleaned and the products go through the final control phase.

Plant for production of cured meats, with or without mould, has also been designed and constructed in line with 
the world’s highest standards.

The receipt of raw material is characterized by a detailed control of every piece of meat, after which the meat 
is moved into tempering rooms, so that the optimal conditions for the resumption of production might 

be reached. Tempered raw material with spices is mixed and massaged by the pulsating vacuum system, in 
tumblers, which results in pieces of softened meat ready to be stuffed into casings and nets. By means of two 
automatic lines for stuffing, compact products of a uniform cross-section are obtained, which are then moved 

into previously prepared drying rooms by means of an automatic movement system. The next stage of the 
process is closely monitored and the control of different parameters is performed at every moment of drying 
and ripening. Upon completion of the ripening process, racks with products are washed in a washing device, 

and the products go through the final control phase before being placed on the market.
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Prosciutto production plant

Long-time preparations and developments resulted in one of Europe’s  
most  cutting-edge prosciutto production plants.

The plant itself is automated, equipped with an automatic line for the production of prosciutto, upon 
which only previously selected raw material of strictly determined weight can be uploaded. The weight of 
raw material is important for the regulation of the salt level in the prosciutto. Our goal is to create a high-
quality product, which is appropriate and safe in terms of health, and which contains only meat from the 
hind leg of a pig and salt from the Adriatic Sea. The meat is previously massaged, which softens the tissue 

and enables uniform salt absorption. No chemicals, preservatives or any other additives are used in the 
production of prosciutto. Meat does not undergo smoking process. 

Inside the plant, there are four robots designed for the placing of pig legs on the racks and two additional, 
automatically controlled robots, which categorize the legs according to the specific stage of the production 

process. Another role of this system is to weigh the racks with legs, which enables monitoring of the 
product weight loss. The ripening process takes place in seven different rooms and it goes through seven 

different stages under completely controlled conditions. High level of hygiene is guaranteed thanks to the 
automatic rack washer, while the product itself goes through an automatic washing stage. Before product 

shipment, the procedures of quality control and automatic palletising are conducted.

PRODUCTION OF PROSCIUTTO

PIECES PER YEAR

PRODUCTION OF CURED SALAMI

TONS PER YEAR

PRODUCTION OF CURED MEATS

TONS PER YEAR 
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Plant for cutting and packing   
of dry-cured meats

Plant for cutting and packing of dry-cured meats consists of several interconnected units, which ensure 
their health safety and permit full monitoring of traceability within the production process.

The deboning section represents a separate unit in the plant, where, along with the automatic line 
for the washing of prosciutto and a series of devices that facilitate the process itself, skilled hands 
of butchers are indispensable, shaping the prosciutto each time into one of the three final forms 

that are available to the customer. 

Apart from preparation rooms, where a strong emphasis is put on the proper tempering of 
products, with the goal to achieve large production capacities, as well as quality appearance of the 
product, the equipment in pristine clean rooms represents the heart of the plant, since it ensures 
microbial stability of the packed product, accompanied with a high level of automation of the 

cutting machine, as a result of which the human contact with the finished product is reduced to a 
minimum or completely avoided. 

The plant includes six packing lines, in order for us to be able to offer our customers vacuum 
packaging, modified atmosphere packaging or flow pack wrappers. 

Storage of finished products and their shipment are performed with the help of highly-automated 
racking systems that enable quick, efficient and stable flow of packed goods from the plant.

Types of packaging

tray shrink
wrap bag

map
tray

map 
tray

vacuum flowpack

dry-cured 
meat
Catalog

dry-cured meat
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with bone boneless boneless 
pressed

 1/1

boneless 
pressed 

1/2

net weight (kg) 7 – 12 5 – 8,5 5 – 8,5 2,5 – 4,25
number of pieces per box 1 2 2 4
net weight of box (kg) 7 – 12 10 – 17 10 – 17 10 – 17
box dimensions (mm) 535×335×195 535×335×195 535×335×195 535×335×195
number of boxes per palette 20 20 20 20
pallete net weight (kg) 140 – 240 200 – 340 200 – 340 200 – 340
storage conditions (ºc) do 20 °c do 4 °c do 4 °c do 4 °c
shelf life (days) 180 180 180 180
product code 03850133800704 03850133800711 03850133800728 03850133800742

boneless
pressed

 1/4

block 90 g
 sliced

500 g 
sliced 
gastro

net weight (kg) 1,25 – 2,125 4 – 6 0,09 0,5
number of pieces per box 4 2 10 18
net weight of box (kg) 5 – 8,5 8 – 12 0,9 9
box dimensions (mm) 298×406×115 535×335×195 256×202×112 605×260×225
number of boxes per palette 20 20 135 24
pallete net weight (kg) 200 – 340 160 – 240 122 216
storage conditions (ºc) do 4 °c do 4 °c do 4 °c do 4 °c
shelf life (days) 180 180 75 75
product code 03850133800759 03850133800735 03850133800773 03850133800780

300 g
diced

225 g
diced

150 g
diced

net weight (kg) 0,3 0,225   0,15 
number of pieces per box 4 5 8
net weight of box (kg) 1,2 1,13 1,2
box dimensions (mm) 278×262×93 206×191×138 278×262×93
number of boxes per palette 132 154 132
pallete net weight (kg) 158 173 158
storage conditions (ºc) do 4 °c do 4 °c do 4 °c
shelf life (days) 75 75 75
product code 03850133800896 03850133800889 03850133800766

Prosciutto
Product reddish in colour, with characteristic mild and juicy 

flavour and gentle, soft structure. Prosciutto Dobro contains only 
two ingredients – hind leg of pig, obtained only from fresh pork 

produced from Slavonian pigs, and salt from the Adriatic Sea, which 
is added in minimum quantities. Thanks to its high nutritional 

value, it is easily digestible and recommended to all target groups. 
Its unique taste requires only a touch of sea salt and a lot of time. As 

a result, its ripening period lasts for at least 400 days.

No flavour enhancers 

No soy or gluten

No artificial colours
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Slavonian salami
This cured salami made from fresh pork produced from Slavonian 

pigs is characterized by a firm structure and coarse granulation. 
Slavonian salami Dobro has a characteristic peppery piquant flavour, 

imparted to it by added red pepper and garlic. 

600 g 300 g 80 g 
sliced

500 g 
sliced, gastro

net weight (kg) 0,6 0,3 0,08 0,5
number of pieces per box 5 10 10 18
net weight of box (kg) 3 3 0,8 9
box dimensions (mm) 278×406×56 278×406×56 156×208×152 605×260×225
number of boxes per palette 133 133 175 24
pallete net weight (kg) 399 399 140 216
storage conditions (ºc) do 4 °c do 4 °c do 4 °c do 4 °c
shelf life (days) 180 180 75 75
product code 03850133800254 03850133800261 03850133800841 03850133800285

No flavour enhancers 

No soy or gluten

No artificial colours
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Salami  Milano
This cured salami made from fresh pork produced from Slavonian 
pigs is characterised by a semi-firm structure and finer granulation, 
which is why it is easily cut into thin slices. The casing surface of 

the product is covered with noble moulds, imparting to it a specific 
aroma and characteristic taste, slightly accentuating the spices used: 

white pepper, garlic, nutmeg and cinnamon.

600 g 300 g 80 g 
sliced

500 g 
sliced, gastro

net weight (kg) 0,6 0,3 0,08 0,5
number of pieces per box 5 10 10 18
net weight of box (kg) 3 3 0,8 9
box dimensions (mm) 278×406×56 278×406×56 156×208×152 605×260×225
number of boxes per palette 133 133 175 24
pallete net weight (kg) 399 399 140 216
storage conditions (ºc) do 4 °c do 4 °c do 4 °c do 4 °c
shelf life (days) 180 180 75 75
product code 03850133800292 03850133800308 03850133800315 03850133800322

No flavour enhancers 

No soy or gluten

No artificial colours
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Salami  Napoli
This cured salami made from fresh pork produced from Slavonian pigs is 
characterised by a softer texture and coarse granulation. The product owes 
its specific aroma to noble moulds typical for the Mediterranean type of 

production, while its piquant flavour and smell is imparted to it by added 
whole black peppercorns, visible in each slice of the cut product.

600 g 300 g 80 g 
sliced

500 g 
sliced, gastro

net weight (kg) 0,6 0,3 0,08 0,5
number of pieces per box 5 10 10 18
net weight of box (kg) 3 3 0,8 9
box dimensions (mm) 278×406×56 278×406×56 156×208×152 605×260×225
number of boxes per palette 133 133 175 24
pallete net weight (kg) 399 399 140 216
storage conditions (ºc) do 4 °c do 4 °c do 4 °c do 4 °c
shelf life (days) 180 180 75 75
product code 03850133800339 03850133800346 03850133800353 03850133800360

No flavour enhancers 

No soy or gluten

No artificial colours
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Salami  Italiana
This cured salami made from fresh pork produced from Slavonian pigs is 

characterised by a softer texture and coarse granulation. The product is stuffed 
into a natural casing, on the surface of which noble moulds develop during the 
ripening period. The moulds impart a specific aroma to the product, typical for 

the Mediterranean type of production. The flavour is mild and juicy, slightly 
accentuated by white pepper, garlic and wine aroma.

600 g 80 g 
sliced

500 g 
 sliced

net weight (kg) 0,6 0,08 0,5
number of pieces per box 5 10 18
net weight of box (kg) 3 0,8 9
box dimensions (mm) 278×406×56 156×208×152 605×260×225
number of boxes per palette 133 175 24
pallete net weight (kg) 399 140 216
storage conditions (ºc) do 4 °c do 4 °c do 4 °c
shelf life (days) 180 75 75
product code 03850133800377 03850133800391 03850133800407

No flavour enhancers 

No soy or gluten

No artificial colours



1/1 1/2 90 g 
sliced

500 g 
sliced, gastro

net weight (kg) 1,4 – 2,0 0,7 – 1,0 0,09 0,5
number of pieces per box 4 8 10 18
net weight of box (kg) 5,6 – 8 5,6 – 8 0,9 9
box dimensions (mm) 298×406×115 298×406×115 256×202×112 605×260×225
number of boxes per palette 80 80 135 24
pallete net weight (kg) 448 – 640 448 – 640 122 216
storage conditions (ºc) do 4 °c do 4 °c do 4 °c do 4 °c
shelf life (days) 180 180 75 75
product code 03850133800469 03850133800476 03850133800797 03850133800803
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Coppa
This product is made from a fresh cut of meat taken from the neck 

of a Slavonian pig. It ripens in a casing on the surface of which noble 
mould develops, imparting to it its specific aroma. Cross-section 

reveals its red colour and streaks of fat tissue. It has a semi-soft texture 
and juicy flavour, with a touch of black pepper, garlic and nutmeg.

No flavour enhancers 

No soy or gluten

No artificial colours
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Cured  pork loin
This product, made from fresh pork produced from Slavonian pigs, ripens 

in a casing on the surface of which noble mould develops, imparting to 
it its specific aroma. It is reddish in colour, has a semi-firm texture and a 
specific flavour and smell, achieved by sparsely added black pepper, garlic 

and nutmeg, which is accompanied by a moderate salty note.

1/1 1/2 90 g 
sliced

500 g 
sliced, gastro

net weight (kg) 1,5 – 2,2 0,75 – 1,1 0,09 0,5
number of pieces per box 8 6 10 18
net weight of box (kg) 12 – 17,6 4,5 – 6,6 0,9 9
box dimensions (mm) 535×335×195 298×406×115 156×208×152 605×260×225
number of boxes per palette 20 80 175 24
pallete net weight (kg) 240 – 352 360 – 528 158 216
storage conditions (ºc) do 4 °c do 4 °c do 4 °c do 4 °c
shelf life (days) 180 180 75 75
product code 03850133800506 03850133800513 03850133800810 03850133800537

No flavour enhancers 

No soy or gluten

No artificial colours



1/1 1/2 90 g 
sliced

500 g 
sliced, gastro

net weight (kg) 2,5 – 3,5 1,25 – 1,75 0,09 0,5
number of pieces per box 3 4 10 18
net weight of box (kg) 7,5 – 10,5 5 – 7 0,9 9
box dimensions (mm) 535×335×195 298×406×115 256×202×112 605×260×225
number of boxes per palette 20 80 135 24
pallete net weight (kg) 151 – 211 401 – 561 122 216
storage conditions (ºc) do 4 °c do 4 °c do 4 °c do 4 °c
shelf life (days) 180 180 75 75
product code 03850133800612 03850133800629 03850133800834 03850133800643
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Rolled  pancetta
Product made from fresh pork produced from Slavonian pigs coated with noble moulds, 

which impart to it its specific aroma, characteristic for the Mediterranean type of 
products. Because of the surface layer of fat tissue, the colour of the product is light-

yellow. Along the cross-section, bordering lines between the layers of lean and fat tissue, 
forming a compact whole, are clearly visible. The texture of the product is semi-soft. It 
has a characteristic smell of fermented meat, gentle and pleasant, and its taste is sweet 

and salty, accompanied by aroma components of smoke, pepper and garlic.

No flavour enhancers 

No soy or gluten

No artificial colours
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Pancetta
Product made from fresh pork produced from Slavonian pigs. The 
texture of the product is semi-soft. It has a characteristic smell of 

fermented meat, gentle and pleasant, and its taste is sweet and salty, 
accompanied by aroma components of smoke, pepper and garlic.

No flavour enhancers 

No soy or gluten

No artificial colours
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1/1 1/2 1/4

net weight (kg) 3,0 – 4,0 1,5 – 2,0 0,75 – 1,0
number of pieces per box 2 4 8
net weight of box (kg) 6,0 – 8,0 6,0 – 8,0 6,0 – 8,0
box dimensions (mm) 535×335×195 535×335×195 298×406×115
number of boxes per palette 20 20 80
pallete net weight (kg) 120 – 160 120 – 160 480 – 640
storage conditions (ºc) do 4 °c do 4 °c do 4 °c
shelf life (days) 180 180 180
product code 03850133800544 03850133800551 03850133800568

250 g 90 g
sliced

500 g
sliced, gastro

net weight (kg) 0,25 0,09 0,5
number of pieces per box 10 10 18
net weight of box (kg) 2,5 0,9 9
box dimensions (mm) 406×278×56 256×202×112 605×260×225
number of boxes per palette 133 135 24
pallete net weight (kg) 333 122 216
storage conditions (ºc) do 4 °c do 4 °c do 4 °c
shelf life (days) 75 75 75
product code 03850133800575 03850133800827 03850133800599

300 g
diced

225 g
diced

150 g
diced

net weight (kg) 0,3 0,225   0,15 
number of pieces per box 4 5 8
net weight of box (kg) 1,2 1,13 1,2
box dimensions (mm) 278×93×262 206×191×138 278×93×262
number of boxes per palette 132 154 132
pallete net weight (kg) 158 173 158
storage conditions (ºc) do 4 °c do 4 °c do 4 °c
shelf life (days) 75 75 75
product code 03850133800896 03850133800889 03850133800902

žito d.o.o., Đakovština 3,  
 31000 Osijek, Hrvatska / Croatia  
www.zito.hr


